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Abstract

As the result of the previous work carried 

out by North American Rare Metals on the West side of 

Lake Temagami in which a sizable volume of iron in 

the form of magnetite was disclosed, Tamicon Iron Mines 

acquired a group of claims on strike and contiguous to 

the North American property.

A magnetometer survey was performed over the 

31 mining claims with the thought that the magnetite 

body could be followed onto this group. The results of 

the survey show a magnetic trend carrying on from the 

North American property to the Tamicon group but with a 

lesser intensity. This decreased intensity may be due to 

the iron bearing zone plunging deeper beneath the Tami 

con group or it may be due to a decrease in the quantity 

of magnetite. On the basis of the present survey a
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programme of diamond drill testing is to be laid out.

Introduction

In using geophysical methods the first step 

to take is to determine which technique will best suit 

the expected conditions. In this instance the search 

is primarily for magnetite and it is therefore appro 

priate to establish if possible an area of higher mag 

netic susceptibility.

It was therefore the purpose of this survey 

to magnetically test the North-eastern portion of the 

North American body and to try and establish continuity 

onto the Tamicon property.

Property: Location Description 6c Accessibility

The 31 claim group is located in Belfast and 

Joan Township, Temiskaming Mining Division, Province of 

Ontario. The property extends to Lake Temagami at a 

point about 20 miles due West of Temagami town. It may 

be reached by boat or by bush aircraft as well as by the 

Emerale Lake road and a five or six mile walk.

The group may be more particularly described 

as:
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Claim Nos. T44509 - 16 inclusive - 8
T44560 - 82 " -23
Total Claims 31

Geology:

The first event in the geological history of 

the area was the laying down of the Keewatin series of 

lavas and sediments. This was followed by the intrusion 

of granitic rocks or perhaps the granitization of some 

of the Keewatin rocks. A long period of erosion seems to 

have followed this and with the above as a base the 

Huronian sediments were laid down. The final state of 

rock emplacement was the instrusion of all other rocks by 

the Keweenawan basic bodies in this locale characterized 

by the Nipissing diabase type.

The structural history was undoubtedly varied 

and complex. The most striking feature in the area is 

the lineament running through the North-west arm of Lake 

Temagami and possibly carrying on along to the West to 

the South side of the Sudbury basin. This lineament is 

thought to represent a major fracture zone.

Little is known by the writer of the more local 

geology. It is understood that the iron formation found 

on the North American Rare Metals property to the South
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and West is capped by diabase and Huronian sediments and 

that this iron bearing body plunges to the East.

Geophysics;

Method - The magnetic survey was carried out 

using a Sharpe A2 magne tome ter to measure the relative 

changes in the vertical component of the earth's magnetic 

field. To control this survey a network of stations was 

set up on picket lines running, in most cases, North 32 

degrees West. The exceptions to this are at the very 

West end of the property near and beyond the North Ameri 

can Rare Metals boundary where the picket lines are about 

North 24 degrees West. The spacing of these lines is 

mainly 200 feet with 100 foot stations chained on them, 

however, again in the Western section there is a variation 

to this in that the lines used to check continuity of the 

North American feature were spaced at 400 feet. The 

results of the survey were reduced to a common reference 

level, plotted and contoured. Plans showing these results 

are enclosed.

Discussion of Results:

The most prominent feature disclosed by the sur 

vey is the long continuation of the trend noted on North
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American ground to the West. This trend appears to be 

continuous although considerably weaker to about line 

260 East. It is considered that this trend is probably 

associated with some type of magnetite enrichment but it 

is also thought that unless the diabase capping rather 

abruptly thickens near line 143 East then that the lesser 

magnitude is due primarily to a smaller volume of magne 

tite. There are two other features of note that can be 

briefly discussed. The first crosses the base line at 

line 167 East and strikes South-east. This feature has 

the appearance of being due to something much nearer sur 

face than the large trend attributed to iron formation. 

The chances are good that the cause of this anomaly will 

be some type of magnetite bearing dike, such as olivine 

diabase. The other zone of interest lies very close to 

the base line from line 224 East to 248 West. A sample 

depth determination was tried for this zone. Some dif 

ficulty was encountered in making the calculation due to 

the assymetry of the profile. However, the sample yielded 

a possible depth to the source of this feature of about 

670 feet. This may tie in with the North American situa- 

tionwhere a considerable capping of diabase is known to
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exist. There are a number of other small localized 

highs within the surveyed area which, because of their 

size cannot be considered from an iron ore point of view. 

These are probably due to local concentrations of mag 

netite in the surface rocks. At the very Eastern end 

of the property under Lake Temagami there may be another 

zone of high magnetic intensity building up. This is 

evidenced by the results some 2,600 feet South of the 

base line at its Eastern end.

Summary and Conclusions:

The survey appears to have established that 

the magnetic trend associated with the iron deposit on 

the North American Rare Metals property does in fact con 

tinue onto the Tamicon group. The intensity is noticeably 

less and it is thought that in all likelihood this de 

crease is due to less magnetite. Two more localized features 

within the trend have been noted above. The one near line 

167 East and its junction with the base line is thought 

to be of little importance since it is more a near sur 

face type of effect thon something caused from a source 

at depth. The other is on the base line centreing around 

236 East. Unfortunately the main portion of this appears
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to lie outside the Tamicon claim boundary. However, a 

hole could be put down, either at its Western extremity 

or just off the South boundary to determine the cause at 

which time steps might possibly be taken to acquire an 

additional two claims. The feature noted near the South- 

east corner of the group may also be worth following up.

Recommendations:

From the point of view of iron exploration the 

results are considered to be somewhat disappointing in 

that no zones of interesting intensity were found within 

the claim boundary. There remains a remote possibility 

that the capping has increased in thickness to such an ex 

tent that ore grade magnetite has a weak affect at the 

surface. If a drilling programme is undertaken the logical 

spots in which to investigate the property are at the 

Western end of the anomaly near the base line and line 244 

East with a hole spotted on the base line at 234 East. 

Another hole could be put through the feature South of the 

base line near 167 East but it is felt that chances here 

of hitting anything of economical importance are very slim. 

One deep vertical hole at 163 East, 100 feet South should
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serve to pro/e or disprove the existence of a continued 

ore grade magnetite body.

May 16, 1958 
Toronto, Ontario

Respectfully submitted
SULMAC EXPLORATION SERVICES LIMITED

J.B. Prendergast, M.A., P. Eng, 
Chief Geophysicist



APPENDIX H

SCHEDULE OF MAM DAYS

(A) Line cutting (including chain 
picket men)

Albert Hanson - Chief Cutter
March 25 - April 20
S men - 27 daya 135 x A 540

(b) Magnetometer Ingtrumant 
Operatora 
April 9 - May 10

K. Wuet - Chief Operator 31

W. Lokay - Magnetometer
Operator 20

G. Spaniel " 2^0
71 x 4 284

(c) Interpretation - Office
J.B. Prendergaat 4x4 16 
D.P. Robertson - Field

Supervisor 2x4 8

(d) Draughtsman - Office
E. George 3x4 12

(e) Secretarial 2x4 _8
868

All workers
c/o Sulmac Exploration Services Limited 

80 Richmond Street West 
Toronto, Ontario



APPENDIX 42

KLSCELUMSOU3

Kil*a of bas* Una cut 3.9

" picket lin* cut 26.8

" " V chained 2.2

Lin* nil*ft of ougnetoaMit*r surveying 29.

a

ut*d: 

Sharp* A2

Sensitivity 20.5 guanas p*r teal*
diatension
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LEGEND :

CONTOURS OF MAGNETIC READINGS

MAGNETIC LOW

MAGN ETOMETER READ IN GS

SWAM P

MAIN LOG HAUL ROAD

CLIFF VERTI CAL

CLAIM POSTS AND CLAIM BOUNDARY

200
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PLAN SHOW ING M AGN ETbMETER SURVEY

JAM ICON l ROM M l N ES LEGEND :

TIMAGAMI IAKE 
ONTARIO!
i ' -i

:i

SHEET 2-.EAST lk)RTION 

SCALE : l 11 s 200'

SULMAC EXPLORATION

APRI L 1958

SERVICES LIMITED

CONTOURS OF MAGNETIC READINGS

MAGNETIC LOW 

f—— MAGNETOMETER READINGS

SWAM P

MAIN LOG HAUL ROAD

CLI FF VERT! CAL 
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LEGEND :

CONTOURS OF MAGNETIC READINGS

MAGNETIC LOW

M AGN E TO METER READ! N G S

SWAM P

MAIN LOG HAUL ROAD

CLI FF VERTI CAL

CLAIM POSTS A ND CLAIM BOUNDARY

PLAN SHOWING MApN ETOMETER SURVEY

TAMICON IISJON M l N ES
TIMAG!AMI LAKE

ONTARIO
SHEET Ir W EST PORTION

get.
SCALE : P s 200

SULMAC

APR!L 1958

N SERVICES LIMITED




